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ABSTRACT
Twisting of off-shell supermultiplets in models with 1+1-dimensional spacetime has
been discovered in 1984, and was shown to be a generic feature of off-shell repre-
sentations in worldline supersymmetry two decades later. It is shown herein that in
all supersymmetric models with spacetime of four or more dimensions, this off-shell
supermultiplet twisting, if non-trivial, necessarily maps regular (non-ghost) super-
multiplets to ghost supermultiplets. This feature is shown to be ubiquitous in all
fully off-shell supersymmetric models with (BV/BRST-treated) constraints.
PACS: 11.30.Pb, 12.60.Jv Most every ghost will subsist in the twist
of a thought once distraught, but dismissed.
— Algernon Eduard Beaugh
1 Introduction, Results and Conventions
The twisted variant of well-known chiral off-shell supermultiplets and superfields in 2-dimensional
(2, 2)-supersymmetric field theories were discovered in 1984 [1]. Ref. [2] then proved that chiral
and twisted chiral superfields jointly provide the singularly exceptional means for constructing
worldsheet models with non-Ka¨hler target spaces.
Refs. [3,4] show that this twisting amounts to changing the sign of a single real (Hermitian)
supercharge component. The resulting supermultiplet is not equivalent to the original precisely
when (1) the number N of real supercharge components is divisible by four and (2) the twisting
changes the sign of a real supercharge involved in an odd number ofZ2-projections used to obtain
the given supermultiplet from an intact1 one [8]. Besides the single familiar case of (twisted)
chiral worldsheet supermultiplets [1,2], this applies to a large fraction of the ∼ 1012 types of
supermultiplet chromotopology for N6 32 [8].
In all spacetimes of dimension d > 4, the number of components in all spinors—and so also
the supercharges—is divisible by four. Nevertheless, supermultiplet twisting, which the above-
cited works prove must exist, has never been observed in higher-dimensional supersymmetric
models. It is thus natural to ask, “Where have all the twisted supermultiplets gone?”
Results: The question is about off-shell supermultiplets, which are well understood only when
the number of supercharges is low and/or additional symmetries heavily restrict the model2 .
1 Herein, the adjective “intact” will stand for “unprojected, unconstrained, ungauged,” so intact supermultiplets
are the same as defined by the original Salam-Strathdee superfields [5,6,7], with no additional (reality, chirality,
bisection, gauge, equivariance, etc.) condition imposed.
2 Off-shell supermultiplet classification is far from complete [8,9, and references therein]—unlike the represen-
tation theory of Lie algebra [10,11], superlagebras [12,13] and of on-shell supermultiplets [14,15,16]. Standard
representation theory organizes eigenspaces of mutually commuting (even) algebra elements. However, off-shell
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Indeed, no off-shell completion is known for many of the desired supersymmetric models in higher
dimensional spacetime. In turn, most of these theories involve various kinds of gauge symmetry
and other constraints, for which the BRST and BV formalisms [17,18,19,20,21,22,23] introduce
various corresponding ghost fields3 , all of which then must form off-shell ghost supermultiplets.
The two topics turn out to be related, and Section 2 herein proves:
Theorem 1.1 (Spin-Statistics of Twisting) Every adinkraic4 off-shell supermultiplet of N-com-
ponent supersymmetry with no central charge in d-dimensional spacetime has a twisted
variant. If not equivalent to the original by field redefinitions, the twisted variant consists
solely of ghost component fields for d> 4. Conversely, each off-shell ghost adinkraic super-
multiplet in d > 4 spacetime is the twisted variant of a regular such supermultiplet.
The Lorentz symmetry Spin(1, d−1) is abelian for d 6 2, and component fields may be chosen to
be either regular or ghost fields regardless of their spin (Lorentz-boost) eigenvalue. Spacetimes
of d= 3 dimension are exceptional in that they admit anyons, and will not be discussed herein.
As defined in Refs. [1,2,3,4], supermultiplet twisting cannot be performed in (d≥ 4)-dimen-
sional spacetimes where Lorentz-covariant supercharges have an even number of real compo-
nents, so a single real component cannot flip sign in a Lorentz-covariant way. For Theorem 1.1,
Section 2 then provides a general Definition 2.3 of supermultiplet twisting, the unique one that:
(1) applies to all supersymmetric models in all d-dimensional spacetimes, and (2) agrees with the
original definition [1,2,3,4] when dimensionally reduced to (d≤ 2)-dimensional spacetime.
Section 3 shows that Theorem 1.1 in fact applies much more generally, to all representations
that can be constructed by linear algebra from adinkraic representations as building blocks:
Corollary 1.1 Extending by linearity, the statement of Theorem 1.1 applies to all supermul-
tiplets that may be constructed from adinkraic supermultiplets by linear algebra, that is,
either by using superderivative constraints and equivalence classes as in the semi-indefinite
sequences of Ref. [4,24], by limited adaptations of Weyl’s iterative construction of represen-
tations [25,26], or by continuous “entangling” [27].
The statement of Theorem 1.1 may well in fact be universal.
Section 4 discusses the above results and their relevance within the familiar context of super-
symmetric Yang-Mills theories in 4-dimensional spacetime. Section 5 then summarizes the above
main results, provides further justification for them, and collects a few concluding remarks. A
few necessary technical details are deferred to the appendix.
representations must not be characterized as eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, although the Hamiltonian is a cen-
tral element of the simplest type of supersymmetry algebras (1); any such eigenspace statement would constitute a
spacetime differential equation, derivable as an Euler-Lagrange equation, and so make the eigenspace an on-shell
representation.
3 All commuting/bosonic (anticommuting/fermionic) fields spanning Lorentz tensors (spinors) are herein called
regular; by ghosts, I shall indiscriminately mean all fields with the opposite (“wrong”) spin-statistics correspondence.
4 A worldline supermultiplet is “adinkraic” if it admits a basis of component fields such that every supercharge
component turns every component field into precisely one other component field or its derivative [4]. By extension,
a higher-dimensional supermultiplet is adinkraic if its worldline dimensional reduction is.
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Conventions: The worldline N-extended supersymmetry algebra with no central charge is{
QI , QJ
}
= 2δI J H,
[
H , QI
]
= 0,
Q †I = QI , H
† = H,
}
I, J = 1, 2, · · · , N, (1)
were H = i∂τ. Although not necessary, superspace methods incur no loss of generality [28] and
also involve the superderivatives:{
DI , DJ
}
= 2iδI J ∂τ,
[
∂τ , DI
]
= 0,
D †I = −DI ,
{
QI , DJ
}
= 0,
}
I, J = 1, 2, · · · , N, (2)
such that
QI = iDI + 2iδI Jθ J ∂τ, and DI = −iQI + 2iδI Jθ J H, (3)
where the fermionic coordinates θ I extend (space)time into superspace. When acting on su-
perfields (functions over superspace), the DI act as left-derivatives while the QI act as right-
derivatives. Therefore, the relationship (3) implies:
QI(b) := iDI B| and QI( f ) := −iDI F |, (4)
where b := B| is an arbitrary bosonic functional-differential expression, f := F | a fermionic one,
and B and F are the appropriate superderivative superfunctional expressions that define b and
f , respectively, by setting θ I → 0 as denoted by the right-delimiting “|.”
2 Supermultiplet Twisting
The original example of supermultiplet twisting in Refs. [1,2] pertains to the chiral and twisted
chiral superfield pair. Rewriting the usual, 2-component complex Weyl spinor notation D±Φ = 0
and D+Ξ = 0 = D−Ξ in a suitable real basis, these are defined as:
chiral: [D1 − iD3]Φ =0 = [D2 − iD4]Φ, (5)
twisted chiral: [D1 − iD3]Ξ =0 = [D2 + iD4]Ξ. (6)
The supermultiplet twisting Φ↔ Ξ is thus equivalent to the sign-change
D4 → −D4, whereby also Q4 → −Q4. (7)
This cannot be compensated by component field redefinitions alone [4].
Sign-changes such as (7) are possible in the worldsheet and worldline (space)times of d 6 2
dimensions. For d > 2, minimal spinor representations of the Lorentz group Spin(1, d−1) have an
even number of real components, and an odd number of supercharge components cannot change
sign in a Lorentz-covariant way.
Strategy: We thus seek an off-shell supermultiplet twisting equivalent to swapping (5)↔ (6) but
which is Lorentz-covariant for all d > 0. To that end, we use that (5)–(6) are adinkraic, identify
a general combinatorial criterion (Definition 2.2) for twisting, and prove that another operation
(Definition 2.3, unrestricted by spacetime dimension) implements twisting both by this general
combinatorial criterion as well as by dimensional reduction to (7).
3
Adinkras: A judicious definition of real component fields and the conventions of Refs. [4,8] allow
depicting the supermultiplets (5)–(6) faithfully by the Adinkras:
Φ:
F3 F4
ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4
φ1 φ2
vs.
Ξ:
X3 X4
ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4
x1 x2
(8)
The white (black) nodes in an Adinkra depict bosons (fermions); edges of a particular color depict
supersymmetry transformations by a corresponding supercharge (emanating clockwise from the
φ1 and x1 nodes): red =Q1, green =Q2, blue =Q3, yellow =Q4; Table 1 provides a precise
dictionary pertaining to the dimensional reduction of supermultiplets to their worldline. The
Adinkra Q -action Adinkra Q -action
A
B
I QI
[
ψB
φA
]
=
[
i
.
φA
ψB
]
A
B
I QI
[
ψB
φA
]
=
[−i .φA
−ψB
]
B
A
I QI
[
φA
ψB
]
=
[ .
ψB
iφA
]
B
A
I QI
[
φA
ψB
]
=
[− .ψB
−iφA
]
Edges may be drawn in the Ith color instead of being labeled by I.
Table 1: Adinkras assign: (white/black) vertices to (boson/fermion) component fields; Ith edge color
to QI; solid/dashed edge to ±1 signs in the tabulated supersymmetry action; nodes are drawn at
heights equal to the mass-dimension of the depicted component (super)field.
D4 → −D4 (Q4 → −Q4) twisting is then evident on comparing the two Adinkras (8): they
differ solely in the dashedness of the yellow edges depicting the Q4-transformations, and so the
sign-differences in table 1.
The same Adinkra may also be used to depict the supersymmetry transformations in higher-
dimensional spacetimes—provided the transformations depicted by the Adinkra are consistent
with the additional generators of the higher-dimensional Poincare´ group, Spin(1, d−1)nR1,d−1transl. .
Conditions for this consistency and therefore dimensional extension to supersymmetry in higher-
dimensional spacetimes are being actively investigated [25,29,30,31,32].
Cycle Parity: Besides depicting the system of (4+4)×4 = 32 explicit component-wise super-
symmetry transformation equations in an intuitive but precise 1–1 way, Adinkras permit graph-
theoretic and combinatorial methods, which apply to arbitrarily large Adinkras and for arbitrary
number of supercharges. Formalizing some observations made in Refs. [8,33], we have:
Definition 2.1 Let c denote an ordered collection of distinct edge-colors. Within an Adinkra,
the cycle parity of any cycle (closed path) Cc of c-colored edges (one edge for every color in
4
c) is the product
CP(Cc) := (−1)ε∗ · (−1)εc(Cc) · ∏
edge∈Cc
(−1)ε(edge) (9)
where ε∗ = 0 ( 1) if Cc starts from a bosonic (fermionic) node5 , εc(Cc) = 0 ( 1) if Cc follows
an even (odd) permutation of c, and ε(edge) = 0 ( 1) if the edge is solid (dashed).
That is, given any closed path C of distinct edges (supersymmetry transformations), pick some
ordering c of the supersymmetries acting along C . Start with a factor +1 (−1) if starting from a
bosonic (fermionic) node, multiply by −1 if the ordering of the supersymmetry transformations
along C is an odd permutation of the c-ordering, and a −1 for every dashed edge in the path; see
table 1. The resulting product is CP(Cc).
The Adinkras (8) make it easy to compute (pick c = {1, 2, 3, 4}, say)
CP(Cc) = +1, ∀ Cc ⊂ A(Φ), and CP(Cc) = −1, ∀ Cc ⊂ A(Ξ). (10)
We now prove that CP(Cc) is a characteristic of any part of the Adinkra A reachable by the Q-
transformations used in Cc, and so is independent of the particular cycle Cc and starting node
used to compute it.
Proof: The values (10) may in fact be computed directly from the superspace definitions (5)–(6),
as follows: Denoting the real and imaginary parts of the chiral superfield as Φ = A+ iB, the
complex system of superderivative constraints (5) is seen to be equivalent to the real system(
D1A+D3B
)
= 0 = i
(
D1B−D3A
)
, (11a)(
D2A+D4B
)
= 0 = i
(
D2B−D4A
)
. (11b)
Elimination of B, and then in turn of A (see the appendix for details) imply, respectively,
D+I JA = 0, and D
+
I J B = 0, (12a)
with
D±I J := [DIDJ ± 12ε I JKLDKDL], (12b)
so that the projection constraint (12a) equally applies to Φ = (A+ iB). A second application of
D+I J on Φ then produces: [
∂2τ +D1D2D3D4
]
Φ = 0, (12c)
(4)
=⇒ Q1 Q2◦Q3◦Q4◦Φ = +(H2Φ). (12d)
The analogous computation for Ξ yields:
D−I J Ξ = 0, (13a)
⇒ [∂2τ −D1D2D3D4]Ξ = 0, (13b)
(4)
=⇒ Q1◦Q2◦Q3◦Q4 Ξ = −(H2 Ξ). (13c)
We thus conclude:
5 The (−1)ε∗ factor in the definition of CP(Cc) is the same relative sign between the two expressions in Eqs. (4).
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1. The 4-color path depicting the Q1◦Q2◦Q3◦Q4 action in the Adinkra is closed precisely if the
supermultiplet satisfies a superderivative system of constraints akin to (12a) and (13a).
2. The relative signs in the superderivative binomial operators (12a) and (12c) equal the sign
on the right-hand side of (12d) and the sign computed for Φ by Definition 2.1; the corre-
sponding signs in (13a), (13b) and (13c) equal the sign for Ξ by the same definition.
The lowest components of both Φ and Ξ are complex bosons. The superspace→ (space)time
projection of (12d) and (13c) immediately reads off the value of CP(Cc) = +1, i.e., CP(Cc) =
−1, where Cc is the 4-cycle of edges starting and ending at either the real or the imaginary
part of the lowest bosonic component field, and colored in a permutation of c = {red, green,
blue and yellow}. Since distinct DI ’s and QI ’s all anticommute, the DI- and the QI-monomials
in (12c), (12d), (13b) and (13c) may be freely permuted, keeping track of the resulting change
in the relative sign by (−1)εc(C ). Finally, all other component fields are computed by projecting a
D[I1 · · ·DIn ]-superderivative of Φ, i.e., Ξ. Since I1, · · · , In ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
D[I1 · · ·DIn ]
[
H2 ±D1D2D3D4
]
=
[
H2 ± (−1)nD1D2D3D4
]
D[I1 · · ·DIn ]. (14)
The sign computed starting from a fermionic component field (odd n) is then opposite of the one
computed by starting from a bosonic component field (even n).
Generalizations to arbitrary cycles Cc in other Adinkras replace the quartic DI- and QI-
monomials from the computations (12a)–(14) with the Cc-depicted DI- and QI-monomials and
their permutations—and (14) is restricted to component fields that can be reached one from an-
other using only the Cc-depicted QI ’s. Every closed path Cc of non-repeating edge-colors in any
such sub-Adinkra thus defines a c-ordered superderivative D[I1 , · · · , DIn ] for I ∈ c, and thus a cor-
responding system of self-(anti)dual operators generalizing (12b). In turn, these self-(anti)dual
operators define superfield representations [33] for all ∼ 1012 chromotopology types of adinkraic
supermultiplets [8].
Within any of these sub-Adinkras, the analogue of the above computation thus computes
CP(Cc) for each part connected by {QI : I ∈ c} and is independent of the particular cycle Cc
within this part as well as the starting node used to compute it. X
Definition 2.2 The cycle parity CPc(A) = 1#(Cc) ∑Cc⊂A CP(Cc) is a characteristic of the super-
multiplet depicted by the Adinkra A; if A contains no c-colored cycle, CPc(A) := 0.
By the so-called Burnside’s Lemma [34,35,36], the computation of the sum in this definition may
be partitioned into disjoint sub-Adinkras of the Adinkra A that are connected by c-edges only.
The preceding proof guarantees that any one cycle within each disjoint sub-Adinkras suffice for
computing CP(Cc) within each such sub-Adinkra, so that #(Cc) reduces to the number of such
sub-Adinkras. That is, we simply delete all other edges, compute CP(Cc) within each disjoint sub-
Adinkra using any one representative cycle Cc, and average over the so disjoined sub-Adinkras.
Similar quantities have been defined elsewhere in the literature: For any adinkraic supermul-
tiplet, the combinatorially defined CPc(A) coincides with the algebraic characteristic χ0 defined
for N= 4 in Ref. [37], and used there to detect off-shell supermultiplet twisting. In turn, CPc(A)
is defined for arbitrary N and is also well-defined for non-adinkraic representations such as the
supermultiplets discussed in Refs. [24,26,38].
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Generality: Systems of superderivative constraints akin to (12a) were used in Ref. [33] to con-
struct a super-constrained superfield array for each of∼ 1012 chromotopologies of Ref. [8], where-
upon Theorem 7.6 of Ref. [4] constructs a superfield representation for every supermultiplet
with that chromotopology. The particular superderivative D[I1 · · ·DIn ] occurring in the induced
superderivative constraint analogue of (12c) specifies the chromotopology of the so-defined su-
perfield and supermultiplet. For the present purposes a comparison of Eqs. (12c) and (13b) makes
it obvious that Φ and Ξ satisfy complementary projections.
The classification work of Ref. [8, and references therein] and the explicit construction in
Ref. [33] imply for each N that there is a single intact (N-cubical) chromotopology, but a com-
binatorially growing number of (multiple) Z2-projections, where each projection is encoded by
superderivative constraints akin to Eqs. (12a)–(12c) and Eqs. (13a)–(13b). Supermultiplets with
a multipleZ2-projection chromotopology will satisfy multiple independent projections akin to that
in (12c) and (13b). Flipping the relative sign in two independent such projections is equivalent
to changing the sign of two of the supercharges, which can always be compensated by judicious
sign-changes in some of the component fields.
It then follows that every Adinkra with a chromotopology of a (multiple) Z2-projection of an
N-cube has at most one pair of mutually twisted variants. In turn, the twisting in adinkraic su-
permultiplets cannot be compensated by a judicious component field redefinition precisely when
N ≡ 0 (mod 4) [8]. The original and the twisted supermultiplets are inequivalent precisely if
the twisting changes the sign of an odd number of supercharges involved in an odd number of
distinct projections. The vast majority of the ∼ 1012 chromotopologies are projected and so do
have inequivalent twisted variants.
Thus, all adinkraic worldline dimensional reductions of supermultiplets in spacetimes of di-
mension four and higher must have a twisted variant, most of which inequivalent to the original.
In all worldline and all worldsheet theories, the sign-change twisting akin to (7) generates all
twisted supermultiplets. However, this operation:
1. is global in the sense of Ref [27]: it affects all supermultiplets at once,
2. would violate Lorentz covariance in spacetimes of d > 2 dimension.
We now find an equivalent twisting which turns out to avoid both of these problems.
Equivalent Twisting: Since the sign-change of CPc(A) detects the twisting of the off-shell super-
multiplet depicted by the Adinkra A, the factor (−1)ε∗ in the Definition 2.1 implies that the
twisted variant of any given Adinkra A is equivalently obtained by swapping the spin-statistics
(boson↔ fermion, i.e., commuting↔ anticommuting) of all nodes, sometimes referred to as the
“Klein-flip,” AK. That is to say,
CPc(AK) = −CPc(A), (15)
and supermultiplet twisting is equivalent to Klein-flipping the supermultiplet, up to some compo-
nent field redefinitions.
For the particular case (5)–(6), this is verified explicitly by identifying:
Ξ K−→ Φ :
{
φ1 ↔ ξK2 , φ2 ↔ ξK4 , F3 ↔
.
ξK1 , F4 ↔
.
ξK3 ,
ψ1 ↔ XK3 , ψ2 ↔
.xK1 , ψ3 ↔ XK4 , ψ4 ↔
.xK2 .
(16)
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Owing to the non-local field redefinitions such as F4 =
.
ξK3 (whereby ξ
K
3 =
∫
dτ F4), this mapping
is not a strict homomorphism of off-shell supermultiplets [39, Definition B.1], and Φ and Ξ are
not isomorphic as representations of supersymmetry, but are each other’s twisted variant. The
replacements x1 → .xK1 7→ ψ2, x2 →
.xK2 7→ ψ4, ξ1 →
.
ξK1 7→ F3 and ξ3 →
.
ξK3 7→ F4 are easily
depicted:
ψ2 ψ4
F3 F4twisted-chiral
right-hand side of (8)
Klein-
flip
chiral
left-hand side of (8)
(17)
This illustrates how the assignments (16) produce, upon the final Klein flip (boson↔ fermion,
i.e., white↔ black node assignment swap), the Adinkra of the chiral supermultiplet, Φ, in (8).
In fact, by using
D+ := D1 + iD3, D− := D2 + iD4, (18a)
and their conjugates, the algebra (2) extends to the (2, 2)-supersymmetric worldsheet:{
D+ , D+
}
= ∂=| ,
{
D− , D−
}
= ∂=,
{
D+ , D−
}
= 0 =
{
D+ , D−
}
. (18b)
Thus—without redefining the supercharges—the result of (17) is equivalent to the original off-
shell supermultiplet twisting [1,2,3] even within d = 2 spacetime such as the worldsheet, where
the entire sequence of redefinitions (17) is also valid; see appendix A of Ref. [25].
As only the first step in (17) actually changes the sign of CPc(A) and applies in spacetimes of
all dimensions (it affects neither Lorentz- nor Poincare´-covariance), we adopt:
Definition 2.3 (Off-Shell Supermultiplet Twisting) For any off-shell supermultiplet, its twisted vari-
ant is defined to be the result of the boson↔ fermion (spin-statistics) Klein-flip.
The definitions 2.1–2.2 of CPc(A) show no other Lorentz-covariant way to flip the sign of CPc(A)
and so extend to d > 4 spacetimes the original operation (7), swapping (5)–(6). In turn, the
redefinitions (16)–(17) and (18) demonstrate the d 6 2 equivalence of Definition 2.3 and the
original definition of twisting [1,2]—as given and valid only within d 6 2. The foregoing then
comprises:
Proof of Theorem 1.1: The Definition 2.3: (1) flips the sign of CPc(A), so the worldsheet (world-
line) reductions of the original and the resulting supermultiplet are indeed twisted variants of
each other; (2) changes the spin-statistics assignment of the component fields but not the Lorentz-
representations spanned by them, and so turns a regular off-shell supermultiplet into a ghost one
and vice versa. The converse portion of Theorem 1.1 then must also hold: the twisted variant of
an off-shell ghost supermultiplet must be a regular off-shell supermultiplet. X
The twisting in Definition 2.3 swaps boson/fermion, i.e., commuting/anticommuting assign-
ments of all component fields, regardless of the representations of any and all symmetry groups
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that the fields may span. This has been employed in Ref. [40] to construct the twisted variant of
the so-called ultra-multiplet [41] of 8-component worldline supersymmetry. However, that work
considered effective/dynamical symmetries rather than the Lorentz group of spacetime symme-
tries, and so the twisting did not incur a spin-statistics regular↔ ghost flip. Similarly, while the
well-known triality of Spin(8) could circumnavigate the above conclusion, there exists no space-
time in which Spin(8) is the Lorentz group.
3 Dimensional Extensions and Other Generalizations
The foregoing applies to all adinkraic supermultiplets—in the worldline dimensional reduction
of which each supercharge transforms every component field into precisely one other component
field or its derivative.
Beyond Adinkras: While the simplest and most often used off-shell supermultiplets are indeed
adinkraic, they may be used to construct indefinitely many and ever larger off-shell supermulti-
plets that are not adinkraic [24,27], some of which in fact are in current use [26,38]. We thus use
Adinkras as the simpler building blocks from which to construct and analyze indefinitely many
other, more complicated off-shell representations.
In particular, Ref. [4] presents a sequence of indefinitely many supermultiplets defined by
means of superderivative constraining, generalizing Eqs. (5)–(6). In all such constructions, one
starts with an array (direct sum) of real, off-shell intact Salam-Strathdee superfields [5],Ua, and
defines a superfield/supermultiplet as the solution of the superderivative system
A :=
{
Ua : ∑a DAaUa = 0, ∀A
}
, (19)
where eachDAa is a suitable matrix of formal multinomials in the superderivatives DI ’s. Formally,
the space of solutions of (19) is the kernel of the mapping DAa : Ua → U˜A, the dual of which is
the “gauge” equivalence class
V = U˜A/(DAaUa) :=
{
φA ∈ U˜A : φA ' φA +DAaϕa, ϕa ∈ Ua)
}
. (20)
Since {QI , DJ} = 0, such maps are supersymmetric, so that both A and V are invariantly de-
fined off-shell supermultiplets. Ref. [24] verifies that the so-constructed V’s are most often not
adinkraic. From the standard theory of linear mappings of algebraic structures, we then have the
sequence: {
ker(DAa) = A
} ι
↪→ {Ua } DAa−−−→ {V = coker(DAa) } (21)
where ι is a 1–1 inclusion map and DAa is constructed so that DAa ◦ ι = 0. One also says that
{Ua} is then an extension of V by A, which is a non-symmetric notion of a sum.
Since the DAa-map and the constraint equations (19) are all linear in Ua, both A and V
are linearly complementary within Ua, determined by the choice of the DAa’s, so CPc(A) and
CPc(V) may be computed along the lines of (11)–(14). It follows that
CPc(A) + CPc(V) = CPc(⊕aUa). (22)
Since each Ua is an intact supermultiplet, CPc(⊕aUa) = 0 and CPc(A) = −CPc(V). It is
tempting to conjecture that the result (22) generalizes to the cases where Ua are replaced by
non-intact, distinct and even non-Adinkraic supermultiplets.
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A Known Example: The result (22) certainly agrees with the simplest construction of this kind,
where superderivative constraints generalizing (12a) and (13a) were used to reduce the intact
supermultipletU to a sub-supermultipletAC of any one of the ∼ 1012 C -encoded chromotopolo-
gies [33]. In the simplest non-trivial case, for N= 4, we have
X
ι
↪→
U
D+I J−−→
Y
(23)
X ⊂ U : D+I JX = 0, and Y := {U ' U+ ι(X)}, (24)
using the definition (12b). Following a cycle of, say, c = {1, 2, 3, 4} edges starting from any
bosonic (white) node, it is easy to compute CPc(X) = 1, CPc(Y) = −1 and CPc(U) = 0.
As stated above, the structure of the Q-action in X is determined by D+I J, since
D+I J: D1D2 = −D3D4 D1D3 = +D2D4 D1D4 = −D2D3
D1 D2 D3 D4
1l
(25)
The nodes of this operatorial Adinkra specifies 1+4+3 operators, and its edges encode the sign
in the successive application of these operators. For example, following the left-most edges from
1l upward and acting with the DI from the left, we have that
1l
+D1−−−→
solid
+D1
−D2−−−→
dashed
−D2D1 = +D1D2, (26a)
while following the next to left-most edges one has
1l
+D2−−−→
solid
+D2
+D1−−−→
solid
+D1D2, (26b)
next to that,
1l
+D3−−−→
solid
+D3
+D4−−−→
solid
+D4D3 = −D3D4 (12a)= +D1D2, (26c)
and so on. It is easy to see that CP{1,2,3,4}(C ∈ (25)) = +1, just as it is for X. SinceU is an intact
supermultiplet, CP{1,2,3,4}(U) = 0, Eq. (22) implies that CP{1,2,3,4}(Y) = −1, as is easy to verify.
This is the precise sense in which CPc(X) and CPc(Y) are both determined by D+I J and CPc(U).
The relationships indicated in (23) are in fact fairly well-known in the supersymmetry lit-
erature in 1+3-dimensional spacetime: The central Adinkra U may be identified with the self-
conjugate (real), so-called “vector” superfield V = V. The Adinkra X may be identified with the
superfield combination i(Λ−Λ) where Λ is a chiral superfield and Λ its Hermitian conjugate; see
appendix for details. This identifies Y with the gauge equivalence class {V ' V+i(Λ−Λ)}—the
vector superfield in the Wess-Zumino gauge.
Although the component fields of both X and Y obey the standard spin-statistics correspon-
dence, not the “wrong” one of ghosts, this does not contradict Theorem 1.1, as we now discuss.
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Theorem 1.1 Compliance: Although they are related to Φ from (5) and Ξ from (6), respectively,
via exclusively worldline-definable non-local field redefinitions such as those in (16), the depic-
tion (23) clearly shows that X and Y are not each other’s image through the twisting operation
of Definition 2.3: their nodes (component fields) have different heights (mass-dimensions).
Thus, although the worldline supermultiplets
Φ =
(
φ1, φ2
∣∣ψI∣∣F3, F4), (φi∣∣ψI), X = (φ1∣∣ψI∣∣F3, .φ2, F4), etc.
where φ3 := (
∫
dτ F3), and φ4 := (
∫
dτ F4),
(27)
are all related to each other by means of node-raising/lowering and so have the same supersym-
metry transformation structure6 , they are:
1. locally inequivalent worldline supermultiplets, and also
2. worldline reductions of distinct higher-dimensional supermultiplets—if they extend at all to
higher-dimensional spacetime [25,29,30,31].
Indeed, this applies just as well to all the sixteen node-raised/lowered variants of (27): starting
with (φi|ψI) on the worldline, one can “raise” any of the four bosons, obtaining 24 = 16 Adinkras
with different node-height arrangements. The analogous applies also to the twisted variants
of (27):
Ξ =
(
x1, x2
∣∣ξ I∣∣X3,X4), (xi∣∣ξ I), Y = ((−x1), x2, x3∣∣−ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4∣∣X4),
where x3 := (
∫
dτ X3), and x4 := (
∫
dτ X4)
(28)
and the remaining thirteen node-raised/lowered versions of these.
Finally, since X = (φ1|ψI |F2, F3, F4) is the worldline reduction of the supermultiplet i(Λ−Λ)
of regular component fields, Theorem 1.1 guarantees that its twisted variant,
X˜ = (φK1 |ψKI |FK2 , FK3 , FK4 ) (16)←→ (ξ2|X3, .x1,X4, .x2|
.
ξ4,
.
ξ1,
.
ξ3) (29)
is indeed the worldline reduction of a supermultiplet in a higher dimensional spacetime (such as
the 1+3-dimensional one), the component fields of which are all ghosts: φK1 and F
K
3 are anticom-
muting scalars,
.
φK2 and F
K
4 anticommuting pseudo-scalars, and ψ
K
I are commuting spinors. The
Q-action amongst these ghost component fields is identical to the one within the supermultiplet
(ξ2|X3, .x1,X4, .x2|
.
ξ1,
.
ξ4,
.
ξ3), which has in turn been manifestly obtained from the twisted-chiral
supermultiplet depicted on the right-hand side of (8) by means of node-raising. Note that:
1. (ξ2|X3, .x1,X4, .x2|
.
ξ1,
.
ξ4,
.
ξ3) can extend to a worldsheet supermultiplet, with the Lorentz
group Spin(1, 1). However, owing to the obstruction described in Ref. [31], this can only be
a supermultiplet of worldsheet (1, 3)- or (3, 1)-supersymmetry [25].
2. (ξ2|X3, .x1,X4, .x2|
.
ξ1,
.
ξ4,
.
ξ3) cannot extend to a (d> 2)-dimensional spacetime: already for
d = 3, the irreducible spinors of Spin(1, 2) have two components, and it is impossible to
Lorentz-covariantly separate the spinor component ξ2 from the
.
ξ1,
.
ξ4,
.
ξ3.
6 Following the formalism of Refs. [8], this structure might be called dashed chromotopology.
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3. In turn, the ghost supermultiplet (φK1 |ψKI |FK3 ,
.
φK2 , F
K
4 ) straightforwardly extends to 1+2- and
also to 1+3-dimensional spacetime. Identifying Y with the gauge vector supermultiplet
in the Wess-Zumino gauge, φK1 ∈ X˜ and its conjugate momentum would correspond to
the usual Faddeev-Popov-De Witt ghosts, the rest of X˜ to their off-shell supersymmetry
completion; see (32) below.
Similarly, Y = ((−x1), x3, x2|−ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4|X4) is the worldline reduction of the supermul-
tiplet {V ' V+i(Λ−Λ)} of regular component fields in the Wess-Zumino gauge, where the
component fields of i(Λ−Λ) are used to cancel component fields in V. Then,
Y˜ =
(
(−xK1), xK3), xK2
∣∣−ξK1 , ξK2 , ξK3 , ξK4 ∣∣XK4) (16)←→ (−ψ2,ψ1,ψ4∣∣−F3, .φ1, F4, .φ2∣∣ .ψ3) (30)
showing the result of a subsequent application of ∂τ on every component field in the right-hand
side supermultiplet. Again, Y˜ is the worldline reduction of a supermultiplet in a higher dimen-
sional spacetime, the component fields of which are all ghosts. Amongst these, the Q-action is
identical to the one in the supermultiplet (−ψ2,ψ1,ψ4|−F3,
.
φ1, F4,
.
φ2|
.
ψ3), which has in turn been
manifestly obtained from the chiral supermultiplet depicted on the left-hand side of (8) by means
of node-raising. In turn, the regular (non-ghost) supermultiplet (−ψ2,ψ1,ψ4|−F3,
.
φ1, F4,
.
φ2|
.
ψ3)
cannot extend to spacetimes beyond d= 2 since
.
ψ3 can be separated from ψ1,ψ2,ψ4 in a Lorentz-
covariant way only for d 6 2. In fact, even on the worldsheet, this can only be a supermultiplet
for (3, 1)- or (1, 3)-supersymmetry [25,31].
4 Off-Shell Supersymmetric BRST and BV Frameworks
Fields which have the “opposite” spin-statistics assignment appear in covariant treatments of
gauge symmetry and other systems with constraints. For Yang-Mills type of gauge symmetry,
the BRST treatment suffices in all generality; see the texts [20,21,22,23]. For other systems of
constraints that are linearly dependent or do not close as an algebra, the more general Batalin-
Vilkovisky framework is required [23], wherein field-variables with the “opposite” spin-statistics
assignment are called antifields; see Chapter XII of Ref. [21]. For the sake of simplicity and
uniformity, I will call these “ghosts” as well and restrict the discussion here to simple (N= 4)
supersymmetry in 4-dimensional spacetime unless otherwise stated.
Ghost Supermultiplets: In models that need ghosts but also exhibit supersymmetry, ghosts have
superpartners and so form supermultiplets. Indeed, the well-known (and manifestly supersym-
metric) superfield method has been used already by 1983 to include Faddeev-Popov-De Witt
ghosts, as presented in the very first textbook on supersymmetry [6]. While a consistent and
fully off-shell dynamical treatment is not known for arbitrarily many supersymmetries, the ghost
supermultiplets will remain indispensable since they are already for N= 4.
In particular, for simply (N= 4) supersymmetric Yang-Mills gauge theories in 4-dimensional
spacetime, the real Faddeev-Popov-De Witt ghost fields c1 and c′1 are incorporated as the real
parts of the lowest component fields of superfields C, C′ and their conjugates: c1 = <e(C|) and
c′1 = <e(C′|). These superfields satisfy the “chiral” (and conjugate) superdifferential conditions:
D .α C = 0 = Dα C and D .α C
′ = 0 = Dα C
′ (31)
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where α, .α = 1, 2 (or +,− as in Eqs. (18), if one prefers). Adhering to the same real basis choices
as above (8) and (18a), a standard chiral superfield and its ghost variant, say C, are respectively
depicted as follows:
Φ:
(chiral)
F3 F4
ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4
φ1 φ2
vs.
C:
(twisted-chiral)
C3 C4
χ1 χ2 χ3 χ4
FPDW ghost = c1 c2
(32)
In Ref. [6], both of the supermultiplets C, C′ and their conjugates are all referred to as “chiral
scalars”, since they all satisfy the same superdifferential conditions (31) as does a chiral super-
field (5). However, the straightforward computation of CP{1,2,3,4}(Φ) = +1 vs. CP{1,2,3,4}(C) = −1
proves that within the ghost superfields C and C, supersymmetry acts in the manner of a twisted
chiral supermultiplet (6), rather than in the manner of a chiral one (5).
Indeed, upon dimensionally reducing the 4-dimensional superfieldsΦ and C to the worldline,
the procedure (17) applies verbatim:
Φ: C:
.
c1
.
c2
.
χ1
.
χ3
χ2 χ4
C3 c˙1 C4
.
c2
χ˙1 χ˙3chiral
left-hand side of (8)
vs.
twisted-chiral
right-hand side of (8)
(33)
Comparison with the pair (8) then reconfirms the ghost superfields C and C′ (31) to indeed have
the twisted chiral supermultiplet structure, while providing an off-shell supersymmetric comple-
tion for the (real) Faddeev-Popov-De Witt ghost field c1 and antighost field c′1, respectively.
The computation of CPc(A) however requires neither a worldline dimensional reduction nor
the transformation (33)≈ (17), the inverse of which is non-local even on the worldline. This
feature guarantees the usability of CPc(A) to all higher-dimensional supersymmetry. Indeed,
CPc(C) = −1 = −CPc(Φ) determines unambiguously that the ghost supermultiplet C depicted
to the right in (32) is a twisted variant of the chiral Φ depicted on the right-hand side. Also,
the combination i(C−C) that appears in the BRST transformation (34) below has precisely the
supersymmetry structure (29) guaranteed by Theorem 1.1.
Finally, the BRST formalism does not suffice in theories with open or reducible gauge sym-
metries. Its appropriate generalization for these much more general cases was found first by
Zinn-Justin and was then completed by Batalin and Vilkovisky [20]. In this formalism, to every
field φ one introduces a corresponding antifield φ‡, which differs from φ only in that φ‡ is an-
ticommuting if φ is commuting, and vice versa. In supersymmetric field theories then, antifields
must combine into supermultiplets, much as regular fields do. Since the statistics of antifields
is opposite of that of the original fields, antifield supermultiplets will again furnish the twisted
variant of the supersymmetry representation furnished by the corresponding fields, as per Theo-
rem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1.
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Off-Shell Dynamics: The fully off-shell formulation of supersymmetric Yang-Mills models requires
adding to the so-called vector superfield V = V the conjugate pair of Faddeev-Popov-De Witt
ghost superfields (31) as well as a Nakanishi-Lautrup chiral superfield B and its conjugate B,
satisfying D .αB = 0 = DαB. With these, the original gauge transformation is made nilpotent by
replacing the gauge parameter superfield Λ → ieC and δYM → δBRST := e SB, where e is a real
anticommuting constant. Then,
SBV = C− C & SB C= 0= SB C, (34a)
SB C′ = −iB, SB C′ = −iB, & SBB= 0= SBB, (34b)
is fully off-shell nilpotent, SB2 = 0, as necessary for consistent quantum theory.
The superfield Lagrangian terms involving the ghost superfields C,C,C′C′ and the Nakanishi-
Lautrup superfields B,B may be rewritten in terms of the real combinations i(C−C), (C′+C′)
and (B+B). Together with V, these then provide off-shell degrees of freedom7 at various mass-
dimensions, tabulated here for (d6 4)-dimensional spacetime:
d−4
2
d−3
2
d−2
2
d−1
2
d
2
d+1
2
d+2
2 type
V 1 4 6 4 1 0 0 regular
C−C −1 −4 −3 0 0 0 0 ghost
C′+C′ 0 0 0 0 −1 −4 −3 ghost
B+B 0 0 0 0 1 4 3 regular
net: 0 0 3 4 1 0 0 regular
(35)
Ghost fields are counted here as negative regular degrees of freedom since ghost fields effectively
subtract the contributions of regular fields in the computation of every correlation function.
The final, net count of regular degrees of freedom is then identical to the one in V when
reduced in the Wess-Zumino gauge. However, the two schemes differ significantly:
1. Models where V is reduced in the Wess-Zumino gauge, the component gauge vector field
Aµ is subject to the gauge equivalence, Aµ ' Aµ−∂µλ, and so is not fully off shell: inte-
gration over Aµ in the path integral must be restricted, e.g., to the ∂µAµ = 0 gauge-slice.
Also, the imposition of the Wess-Zumino gauge breaks supersymmetry, and superymmetric
quantization in the Wess-Zumino gauge is impossible [6].
2. Models using the full complement of superfields {V|(C−C), (C′+C′)|(B+B)} leave all com-
ponent fields unrestricted by any spacetime differential equation (or other gauge condition),
i.e., fully off shell, and suitable for path-integral integration. Desired gauge conditions are
incorporated within BRST-exact terms in the action, so as to ease particular computations
while leaving physical observables unaffected.
7 While a chiral superfield Φ has (2|4|2) independent real component field degrees of freedom in ascending mass-
dimensions, for the real combination Φ+Φ this count is (1|4|3): The lowest component (Φ+Φ)| = <e(φ) is simply
the real part of the lowest component φ = Φ|, the imaginary part of which shows up as ∂µ=m(φ) ∈ (Φ+Φ), with
the mass-dimension [φ]+1; the analogous holds for (Φ−Φ) [6]; see appendix.
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5 Conclusions
The original supermultiplet twisting [1] (see also Ref. [2,3,4]) is well-defined only in d 6 2 di-
mensional spacetimes. An alternate supermultiplet twisting Definition 2.3 is given herein, which
is unique in that it is valid in spacetimes of all dimensions and coincides with the original in d 6 2
spacetime where both are valid. This is proven both by means of the non-local field redefini-
tions (16) valid in d 6 2 spacetimes as well as using the cycle parity invariant (Definition 2.2),
which is valid in all spacetimes.
When non-trivial (see Ref. [8, and references therein]), this general definition of off-shell su-
permultiplet twisting maps regular (non-ghost) supermultiplets to ghost supermultiplets and vice
versa. This conclusion may be avoided only in spacetimes of low enough dimension, i.e., on the
worldsheet and the worldline, where the Lorentz group Spin(1, d−1) is abelian, the irreducible
tensorial and spinorial representations are all 1-dimensional and interchangeable at will.
All proofs are presented for supermultiplets depictable by adinkras, where each supercharge
maps each component field into precisely one other component field or its spacetime derivative.
However, the main results apply much more generally upon observing that the superdifferential
constraint and equivalence construction (19)–(20) can be employed iteratively and indefinitely, to
construct ever more complex (and larger) off-shell supermultiplets, to all of which the twisting in
Definition 2.3, Theorem 1.1 and its Corollary 1.1 apply. Given the initial indications in Refs. [24,
26,27], virtually none of these supermultiplets are adinkraic. In turn, it is not known if there
exist off-shell supermultiplets that cannot be constructed in this way.
In generalizations of the sequence (23) such as studied in Ref. [24], X and Y are adinkraic
only in exceptional cases. However, as long as the central supermultiplet U is a direct sum of
intact supermultiplets, it will follow that CPc(Y) = −CPc(X). This prompts:
Conjecture 5.1 Given a short exact sequence8 X
α
↪→ U ω Y of strict homomorphisms of
off-shell supermultiplets [39] between off-shell supermultiplets, i.e., given X : ω(α(X)) = 0,
α(X) ≈ X and Y := {U ' U+α(X)},
CPc(X) + CPc(Y) = CPc(U) (36)
for every fixed cycle c of distinct edge-colors, for all off-shell supermultiplets X,U,Y of
N-extended worldline supersymmetry with no central extension.
While for special Lie groups—such as Spin(8)—the tensorial and spinorial representations
are interchangeable without being 1-dimensional, there exists no Spin(1, d−1) Lorentz group
with this property. As observed in Ref. [40], the representations spanned by the bosons and the
fermions are additionally restricted by the requirements
RL(Q)⊗RL(φ) ⊃ RL(ψ) and RL(Q)⊗RL(ψ) ⊃ RL(φ), (37)
8 That X
α
↪→ U ω Y is a “short exact sequence” means that: α is a 1–1 injection, ω is a surjection and ω ◦ α = 0,
so that (X' im(α)⊂U) = ker(ω) and Y= cok(α) = {U/ im(α)}.
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where RL(Q) for our present purposes denotes the representation of the Lorentz group spanned
by the supercharges, while RL(φ) and RL(ψ) denote the Lorentz representation spanned by the
bosonic and fermionic component fields, respectively. For the regular spin-statistics correspon-
dence, RL(φ) must be a tensorial representation while RL(ψ) must be a spinorial one; for the
“wrong” spin-statistics correspondence in ghost supermultiplets, this is reversed.
Now, the Haag-Łopusan´ski-Sohnius theorem guarantees that RL(Q) must in all circum-
stances be Lorentz spinors with anticommuting components QI. It then follows that indecom-
posable supermultiplets consist of:
1. either regular (commuting bosonic and anticommuting fermionic) components fields,
2. or ghost (anticommuting bosonic and commuting fermionic) components fields.
The nonlinear sigma-models of Ref. [2] require otherwise identical regular supermultiplets of
both un-twisted and twisted kind, and so cannot be generalized to (d≥ 4)-dimensional space-
times. Nonlinear sigma-models in (d≥ 4)-dimensional spacetimes thus cannot have non-Ka¨hler
target spaces a´ la Gates, Hull and Rocˇek [2], confirming the so-called Zumino theorem.
Finally, Yang-Mills models with simple (N= 4) supersymmetry in four-dimensional space-
time [21] include the familiar Faddeev-Popov-De Witt ghosts within supermultiplets that obey
the familiar chiral superfield defining conditions, but—as per Theorem 1.1—in fact have the
twisted chiral supermultiplet structure. This is most easily proven by computing the cycle parity
from Definition 2.2. This result clearly generalizes to the supersymmetric Zinn-Justin-Batalin-
Vilkovisky treatment of other constrained systems. While completely off-shell treatments of gen-
eral supersymmetric systems with constraints (incl. gauge theories) in models with N> 8 super-
symmetries are not known, they will have to include ghost supermultiplets (and the above re-
sults) since all the known (N6 8)-supersymmetric cases do, and they are included in the higher-
dimensional/supersymmetry ones by dimensional/supersymmetry reduction.
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partment of Energy for the generous support through the grant DE-FG02-94ER-40854, as well as
the Physics Department of the Faculty of Natural Sciences of the University of Novi Sad, Serbia,
for recurring hospitality and resources.
Appendix
The standard definition of a chiral superfield, rewritten in the particular basis choice (18):
D±Φ = 0, [D1 − iD3](A+ iB) = 0 = [D2 − iD4](A+ iB), (38a)
implies, by separating the real and imaginary parts, the four equations
D1A+D3B = 0, (38b)
D3A−D1B = 0, (38c)
D2A+D4B = 0, (38d)
D4A−D2B = 0. (38e)
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Applying judicious superderivatives on these short equations and combining them, we obtain:
D1D2A
(38d)
= −D1D4B = D4D1B (38c)= D4D3A = −D3D4A; (39)
D1D3A
(38c)
= D1D1B = HB = D2D2B
(38e)
= D2D4A; (40)
D1D4A
(38e)
= D1D2B = −D2D1B (38c)= −D2D3A. (41)
Similarly,
D1D2B
(38e)
= D1D4A = −D4D1A (38b)= D4D3B = −D3D4B; (42)
D1D3B
(38b)
= −D1D1A = −HA = −D2D2A (38d)= D2D4B; (43)
D1D4B
(38d)
= −D1D2A = D2D1A (38b)= −D2D3B. (44)
Comparing the starting (far left-hand side) expression with the ending (far right-hand side) ex-
pression proves that both real and the imaginary parts of a chiral superfields A = <e(Φ) =
1
2(Φ+Φ) and B = =m(Φ) = 12i (Φ−Φ) satisfy the same (chiral) “self-duality” conditions:
D+I JA = 0 : D1D2A= −D3D4A, D1D3A= +D2D4A, D1D4A= −D2D3A; (45)
D+I JB = 0 : D1D2B = −D3D4B, D1D3B = +D2D4B, D1D4B = −D2D3B. (46)
In turn, the same Adinkra depicts them both faithfully [33]; for example,
A: D1D2A| D1D3A| D1D4A|
D1A| D2A| D3A| D4A|
A|
(47)
It is easy to verify that CP{1,2,3,4}(A) = +1, proving that both A and B have the chiral chromo-
topology—although they are not locally equivalent to the standard chiral superfield Φ, depicted
on the left-hand side of (8).
Inverting (18a), we have
D1 = 12 [D+ +D+], D2 = 12 [D− +D−], D3 = 12i [D+ −D+], D4 = 12i [D− −D−]. (48)
The bosonic component fields appearing in the Adinkra (47) may also be defined (suitable for
worldsheet calculations) as
A| = 12(Φ+Φ)| = <(φ); (49)
D1D2A| = 12 [D+ +D+] 12 [D− +D−] 12(Φ+Φ)| = 18 [D+ +D+](D−Φ+D−Φ)|
= 18([D+D−Φ+D+D−Φ)| = 12(F+F) = <e(F); (50)
D1D3A| = 12 [D+ +D+] 12i [D+ −D+] 12(Φ+Φ)| = 18i [D+ +D+](D+Φ−D+Φ)|
(40)‖ = 18i ([2i∂=|Φ− 2i∂=|Φ)| = 14∂=| (φ−φ) = i2(∂=| =m φ); (51)
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D2D4A| = 12 [D+ −D−] 12i [D− −D−] 12(Φ+Φ)| = 18i [D− +D−](D−Φ−D−Φ)|
= 18i ([2i∂=Φ− 2i∂=Φ)| = 14∂=(φ−φ) = i2(∂= =m φ); (52)
D1D4A| = 12 [D+ +D+] 12i [D− −D−] 12(Φ+Φ)| = 18i [D+ +D+](D−Φ−D−Φ)|
= 18i ([D+D−Φ−D+D−Φ)| = 12(F−F) = =m(F). (53)
Comparing Eqs. (51) with (52) implies that
i
2(∂=| =m φ) (40)= i2(∂= =m φ), (54)
which can hold only on the worldline embedded within the worldsheet, where ∂=| = ∂=, i.e.,
where the fields are independent of the spatial worldsheet coordinate. This conclusion agrees
with the “bow-tie theorem” of Ref. [31].
We thus conclude that the Adinkra (47) depicts an irreducible and indecomposable off-shell
superfield only on the worldline. For supersymmetries in all other nontrivial spacetimes this
Adinkra depicts both the “real” and the “imaginary” linear combinations, (Φ+Φ) and i(Φ−Φ)
respectively, of an off-shell chiral superfield and its Hermitian conjugate.
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